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a b s t r a c t

Understanding nanoparticle-cell interactions at single-nanoparticle and single-cell resolutions is crucial
to improving the design of next-generation nanoparticles for safer, more effective, and more efficient
applications in nanomedicine. This review focuses on recent advances in the continuous high-
throughput analysis of nanoparticle-cell interactions at the single-cell level. We highlight and discuss
the current trends in continual flow high-throughput methods for analyzing single cells, such as
advanced flow cytometry techniques and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry methods, as
well as their intersection in the form of mass cytometry. This review further discusses the challenges and
opportunities with current single-cell analysis approaches and provides proposed directions for inno-
vation in the high-throughput analysis of nanoparticle-cell interactions.

© 2023 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Creating safe, effective, and efficient nanomedicines for
biomedical applications requires a thorough understanding of how
administered nanoparticles interact with cells [1,2]. These so-called
nanotechnology-biology “nano-bio” interactions are complex and
can occur with a broad range of efficiency, selectivity, and speci-
ficity, which is partially attributed to the substantial cell hetero-
geneity in both healthy and diseased tissues [3]. Nanoparticles used
in nanomedicine are often defined as 1e100 nm particles and can
be comprised of inorganic or organic materials [4]. Their targeted
clinical application vary from therapeutic drug delivery, imaging
diagnostics, and vaccination [5e8]. At the core of each of these
applications are nano-bio interactions that dictate nanoparticle
fate, safety, and efficacy. To better probe and understand the in-
teractions between nanoparticles and cells, researchers require
robust analytical techniques to spatiotemporally resolve these
nano-bio interactions at the single-cell and single-nanoparticle
levels. This research has the potential to guide the engineering of
medical Engineering, Univer-

m).
safer and more effective nanomedicines for improved clinical out-
comes [9,10].

Single-cell analysis allows for increased resolution and under-
standing of cellular mechanisms and behaviors relative to nano-bio
interactions. It is well understood that nanoparticle characteristics
such as size, shape, and surface chemistry influence nano-bio in-
teractions [11e18]. Detailed understanding of how nanoparticle
characteristics influence nano-bio interactions is required to
improve nanomedicine clinical safety and efficacy.

While batch mode, population-based analysis can provide
insight into broad trends in nano-bio interactions based on changes
in nanoparticle characteristics, batch analysis fails to indicate the
cellular or subcellular distribution of nanoparticles in cells. Addi-
tionally, batch analysis relies upon assumptions that may not hold
true for all samples, such as the assumption that all cells contain
nanoparticles or that all nanoparticles have the same size, shape,
and mass.

Single-cell analysis allows for distribution analysis to under-
stand the range of nano-bio interactions for a given system and can
identify cells that contain no nanoparticles after treatment. Addi-
tionally, for blood or tissue samples comprised of a complex cellular
milieu, single-cell analysis allows for the identification and quan-
tification of different cell identities (i.e., phenotypes) and corre-
sponding nano-bio interactions on a per-cell basis that can point
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Abbreviations

FCM Flow Cytometry
FSC Forward Scattering
ICP-MS Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry
LA-ICP-MS Laser Ablation ICP-MS
CyTOF Mass Cytometry
nFCM Nano-Flow Cytometry
PMT Photomultiplier
PAFC Photoacoustic Flow Cytometry
PAIFC Photoacoustic Imaging Flow Cytometry
ICP-Q-MS Quadrupole ICP-MS
SSC Side Scattering
TOF-ICP-MS Time-of-Flight ICP-MS
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towards valuable nanoparticle design strategies. For example, by
identifying how nanoparticles may have increased or decreased
interactions with particular cell types in complex cellular systems
(e.g., tissues), nanomedicines may be better engineered for
enhanced safety and efficacy, Further, where possible, imaging of
cells during single-cell analysis increases data value and provides
opportunity for correlating nanoparticle quantity with sub-cellular
accumulation.

Current methods of analyzing nano-bio interactions at the
cellular level include, amongst others, microscopy [19e21], flow
cytometry [22,23], and mass spectrometry [24,25]. Each of these
approaches allows for the visualization, analysis, and/or quantifi-
cation of cells at varying degrees of spatial and temporal resolution.
Importantly, both flow cytometry and mass spectrometry allow for
a continual flow analysis of cell samples. Such continual flow
analysis is advantageous for the high-throughput quantification of
cell phenotypes and associated nano-bio interactions at the single-
cell level.

In this review, we highlight current technologies and advancing
trends in continual flow, high-throughput analysis used to assess
nanoparticle-cell interactions with single-cell resolution and, as
possible, single-nanoparticle resolution. We focus our overview on
flow cytometry and mass spectrometry approaches, as well as the
intersection of these two methods in the form of mass cytometry.
The advantages and considerations of each technique are discussed
while highlighting areas of current investigation and future growth
to advance the study of nano-bio interactions at the single-cell
level.

2. Flow cytometry

Multiple approaches for flow cytometry have been employed to
assess nano-bio interactions at the single-cell level. Table 1 pro-
vides a summary of selected recent studies in this research area.We
discuss four different methods from the recently published litera-
ture, including conventional flow cytometry, imaging flow cytom-
etry, photoacoustic (imaging) flow cytometry, and in vivo flow
cytometry, and how these analytical methods have been used to
study nano-bio interactions.

2.1. Conventional flow cytometry

Conventional flow cytometry is a technique in which individual
cells are passed through a microfluidic system and subsequently
illuminated by a laser source [23,62]. Upon interaction of the cells
with the laser light, the scattered light and any fluorescence
emissions are detected and quantified. This analysis provides
2

insight into various cell parameters, including cell identity,
phenotype, and viability. Light scattered from an individual cell is
typically quantified in a label-free way as side scattering or forward
scattering depending on whether the scattered light is detected
orthogonally to the laser or in the same axis as the laser, respec-
tively [63]. Generally, the label-free side scattering signal correlates
with cell granularity or complexity, while the label-free forward
scattering signal correlates with cell size. Besides light scattering,
the laser may also excite fluorescence emissions from dyes used to
label the cells, thus allowing for the identification and quantifica-
tion of cells based on the specific fluorescence emission profiles
[64].

Upon interaction with cells, nanoparticles can contribute to the
label-free side scattering and forward scattering signals detected by
the flow cytometer (Fig. 1A) [29,65]. The nanoparticle contribution
to side scattering signal varies based on both the nanoparticle type
and nanoparticle concentration. The effect of nanoparticle con-
centration on the side scattering signal was reported in a study by
Youhannavee et al. An increase in magnetite nanoparticle concen-
tration resulted in an increase in detected side scattering signal due
to increased nanoparticle-cell interactions (Fig. 1B) [36]. This same
study further showed how nanoparticle uptake varies by cell type.
For the same magnetite nanoparticle concentration, PC3 human
epithelial cancer cells showed increased nanoparticle-cell in-
teractions compared to BPH1 human healthy epithelial cells. Other
studies have reported similar trends whereby after increasing the
nanoparticle concentration, cells more readily interact with nano-
particles, which results generally in an increase in label-free flow
cytometry side scattering signal [26,30].

Additionally, the forward scattering signal can be used to check
for apoptotic cells. FSC changes when cells die due to apoptosis.
Cells that undergo apoptosis have a decreased forward scattering
signal as the cell size decreases due to cell shrinkage, while the side
scattering signal increases due to changes in cell granularity asso-
ciated with the formation of apoptotic bodies within the cell [66].
Tracking these changes in cell scattering signal can be used to
determine the effect of nanoparticle concentration or toxicity on
cells. For instance, Taccola et al. found that the threshold value at
which ZnO nanoparticles start inducing cell death in SH-SY5H
human neuroblastoma cells is at a concentration of 0.42 mM. The
authors used propidium iodide stain to compare live versus dead
cells and confirm that the decrease in measured forward scattering
signal is due to the threshold concentration value of the nano-
particles [67].

Conventional flow cytometry is further capable of detecting how
differences in nanoparticle surface chemistry affect cellular in-
teractions [34]. In a study by Zucker et al., silver nanoparticles
(AgNPs) of varying surface modifications, i.e., branched poly (eth-
yleneimine) (bPEI), citrate (CIT) polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), and
poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG), were used to treat ARPE-19 human
epithelial cells. Significant differences in the measured side scat-
tering signals were observed between the different AgNP surface
chemistries when cells were assessed with label-free flow cytom-
etry after nanoparticle incubation [28]. Cells treated with positively
charged AgNP-bPEI demonstrated greater side scattering signals by
3e6 fold compared to the other tested surface chemistries. A
similar experiment by Chakraborty et al. was performed using gold
nanorods (GNRs). The nanoparticles were surface-modified with
PEG, poly (allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH), polystyrene sulfonate
(PSS), or CIT the corresponding nanoparticle-cell interactions with
human THP1 differentiated M1 and M2 macrophages were
assessed by label-free flow cytometry. The greatest side scattering
signal in both M1 and M2 macrophages was measured in cells
treated with positively charged PAH-GNRs [68]. These observations
are in line with reports by Lee et al. and Donahue et al., who used



Table 1
Selected nano-bio interaction studies using different flow cytometry approaches.

Approach Nanoparticle
Type

Nanoparticle Size (nm) Nanoparticle Function Cell Line(s) Notable Methods Ref.

Conventional
Flow
Cytometry/
FACSa

Silver 10, 50, and 100 nm Affects expression of Toll-like
receptors

RAW264.7 mouse leukemia cells Allows for sorting of cells [26]

Silver 10, 50, and 75 nm Affects cell growth and
nanoparticle uptake

ARPE-19 human epithelial cells Analysis of nanoparticle cell
uptake based on the combination
of light scattering and far-red
fluorescence

[27]

Silver 80 nm Affects nanoparticle uptake ARPE-19 human epithelial cells Analysis of how different
nanoparticle surface modifications
affect nanoparticle cell uptake

[28]

Gold
nanospheres,
Gold nanorods

26 nm and 67 nm � 33 nm,
respectively

Used as intracellular imaging
probes or as therapeutic reagents

MDA-MB-231 human breast
cancer cells

Use of more red-shifted excitation
lasers to enhance the optical signal
of flow cytometry

[29]

Gold 40, 60, 80, and 100 nm Internalization in many different
types of cells

HeLa human cervical cancer
cells

Label-free quantification of
nanoparticles within cells

[30]

TiO2 <10 nm Chemical inertness NIH/3T3 mouse fibroblasts and
A549 human pulmonary cancer
cells

Analysis of nanoparticle-cell
interactions via fluorescence

[31]

ZnO and TiO2 30 and 50 nm, respectively Commercially relevant in
consumer products and
nanodevices

Escherichia coli bacterial cells Detection of nanoparticle uptake
in bacteria

[32]

TiO2, SiO2,
CeO2, and ZnO

TiO2: ~168 nm e1um; SiO2:
175e250 nm; CeO2: <10 nm
and <25 nm; ZnO: ~41.5 nm

Understanding of nanoparticle
ecotoxicological effects

Freshwater algae (Raphidocelis
subcapitata, Desmodesmus
subspicatus, and Chlorella
vulgaris)

Analysis of nanoparticle uptake in
microalgae

[33]

Ultrasmall
nanoparticles

2 nm Understanding protein corona
interactions

A549 human pulmonary cancer
cells

Detection of nanoparticle (<5 nm
in diameter) interactions with cells

[34]

CuS 8 nm Evaluation of biocompatibility
and toxicity

HeLa human cervical cancer
cells

Photothermal efficiency analysis of
the nanoparticles to determine cell
viability

[35]

Magnetite
nanoparticles

10 nm Relevant nanomaterial for
diagnosis and cancer therapy

PC3 human cancer epithelial
cells and BPH1 human healthy
epithelial cells

Label-free quantification of various
concentrations of nanoparticles
with different surface chemistries
within cells

[36]

NaYbF4@NaYF4 ~18 nm Used due to their high stability,
large anti-Stokes shift, and
narrow emission bandwidth

A549 human pulmonary cancer
cells

Examines side scattering vs.
fluorescence intensity of the
single-cell suspension rather than
comparing side scattering to
forward scattering

[37]

SiO2 ~27 nm and ~70 nm Enhanced (colloidal) stability A549 human pulmonary cancer
cells

Analysis of fluorescence intensity
of nanoparticles rather than side
scattering of the single-cell
suspension

[38]

Fluorescently-
labeled
polystyrene
nanoparticles

40, 100, and 200 nm Nanoparticle size tunability HeLa human cervical cancer
cells

Detection of nanoparticle
interactions with various
intracellular organelles

[39]

Fluorescently-
labeled
polystyrene
nanoparticles

100 nm Size tunability MDA-MB-231 human breast
cancer cells

Correlation of nanoparticle uptake
with cell size rather than cell
complexity

[40]

Fn14-Targeted
polymeric
nanoparticles

~96e163 nm Used due to their prolonged
systemic circulation, enhanced
tumor accumulation, and
extended tissue penetration and
drug release

Human MDA-MD-231-TD-
luciferase triple negative breast
cancer cells

Uptake analysis of fluorescently
labeled nanoparticles by cells

[41]

Polymeric
nanoparticles

~45 nm Used due to their ability to label
cells, and usage in imaging
modalities

Primary macrophages Analysis of nanoparticle-labeled
cells

[42]

Polymeric
nanoparticles

128 nm Used due to their abilities to
scavenge reactive oxygens,
serving as an effective therapy for
atherosclerosis

RAW264.7 mouse leukemia cells Analysis of fluorescence intensity
of nanoparticles rather than side
scattering of the single-cell
suspension

[43]

Gag-based
virus-like
particles

161 and 184 nm Used due to their potential as
candidates for recombinant
vaccine development

Insect-derived cells (S.
frugiperda and T. ni BTI-TN-5B1-
4)

Allows for baculovirus infection
process comparison between
different insect cell lines

[44]

Imaging Flow
Cytometry

SiO2 50 nm Used due to their ability to be
easily labeled with different
fluorochromes

NCIeH292 human pulmonary
cancer cells

Evaluation of nanoparticle
internalization at different
temperatures

[45]

Polymeric
nanoparticles

~50 nm Used due to their ability to
enhance light absorption, induce

B16eF10 mouse melanoma skin
cancer cells

Analysis of nano-bio interactions
on an on-chip photoacoustic
imaging flow cytometer

[46]

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued )

Approach Nanoparticle
Type

Nanoparticle Size (nm) Nanoparticle Function Cell Line(s) Notable Methods Ref.

photoacoustic signals, and high
cell viability

CD63-eGFP
etransfected
HEK293T
extracellular
vesicles

~104 nm Used due to their inherent rapid
proliferation, high EV yield, and
ease of genetic manipulation

HEK293T human embryonic
kidney cells

Imaging of sEVs down to 100 nm in
diameter

[47]

eGFP-labeled
small
extracellular
vesicles

130 nm Used due to their abundance,
ability to control various
processes and mediate complex
intercellular interactions in a
targeted manner

THP-1 human leukemia cells Discrimination between single and
coincidental sEVs

[48]

Photoacoustic
(Imaging)
Flow
Cytometry

CuS 8.6 nm Used due to their ability to
specifically target ovarian
circulating tumor cells and
capability to emit a photoacoustic
signal

SKOV-3 human ovarian cancer
cells

Real-time imaging of sample [49]

CuS NPs 8.6 nm Used due to their ability to enable
specific binding of ovarian-cancer
cells and PA detection

SKOV-3 human ovarian cancer
cells

Detection of early-stage cancer
metastasis

[50]

Gold nanorods 25 � 113 nm Used due to their ability to enable
PA detection at the single-cell
level

MDA-MB-231 human breast
cancer cells and ZR-75-1 human
breast cancer cells

Analysis of nanoparticle toxicity [51]

Streptavidin
coated red
fluorescent
latex
nanoparticles

320 nm Used due to their ability to be
detected and attached to breast
cancer cells

T-47D human breast cancer cells Detection of colocalized
nanoparticles within breast cancer
cells in a coculture sample

[52]

Polymeric
nanoparticles

Not Reported Used to their ability to label cells,
identify, and eliminate glioma
cells

9 L mouse glioma cells, HeLa
human cervical cancer cells, and
C6 mouse glioma cells

Multiparametric labeling and
identification of cells in a single
workflow

[53]

In vivo Flow
Cytometry

Pristine
graphene
flakes

1e1.2 nm Used due to their tremendous
potential in various medical
applications

Red Blood Cells Imaging of circulating GBN clusters
in blood vessels and assessment of
their kinetics

[54]

Quantum dot-
carbon
nanotube
conjugates

~5 nm Used due to their ability to be
photothermal, photothermal and
fluorescent contrast agents

Plant xylem and phloem
vascular systems

In vivo real-time photoacoustic
monitoring of nanoparticle uptake
in plants

[55]

Gold nanorods ~10 � 35 nm Used due to their ability to be
used as magneticephotothermal
switchable probes

Melanoma cells Uses high-pulse-repetition rate
laser

[56]

Gold nanorods 15 � 50 nm Used due to their ability to label
circulating cell tumors, allowing
for the cells' detection

HTB-65 human melanoma cells,
MALME-3M human melanoma
skin cancer cells, and B16eF10
mouse melanoma skin cancer
cells

Blood cancer testing using a high-
pulse-repetition-rate diode laser

[57]

Magnetic
nanoparticles
and golden
carbon
nanotubes

30 nm Used due to their ability to target
a breast cancer cells' receptor,
and to improve detection
sensitivity and specificity,
respectively

MDA-MB-231 human breast
cancer cells

Detection of cells in the
bloodstream

[58]

Polylactic acid 100 nm Used due to their ability to
circulate longer in the
bloodstream and form less
aggregates

Primary mouse monocytes Simultaneous monitoring of
monocytes and nanoparticles
in vivo

[59]

Polymeric
nanoparticles

~107e122 nm Used due to their effect to target
and neutralize circulating tumor
cells

4T1 mouse breast cancer
epithelial cells

Detection of labeled cancer cells
in vivo using polymeric modified
and labeled nanoparticles

[60]

Carbon
nanotubes

Length: 186 nm; Diameter:
1.7 nm for the single-walled
Length: 376 nm; Diameter:
19.0 nm for the multiwalled

Used due to their ability to be
used as near infra-red high-
photoacoustic contrast agent

Escherichia coli bacterial cells Detection of labeled bacteria
in vivo

[61]

a FACS ¼ fluorescence-activated cell sorting.
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inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry to quantify the ef-
fect of positive surface charges on nanoparticle-cell interactions
[25,69].

Conventional flow cytometry has also been used to assess how
nanoparticle composition influences nano-bio interactions, as
shown by Kumar et al. The researchers reported higher side
4

scattering signals from E. coli bacterial cells exposed to TiO2 nano-
particles compared to the same concentration of ZnO nanoparticles.
The observed increase in the side scattering signal can be attributed
to a greater degree of interaction between E. Coli and TiO2 nano-
particles [32]. The authors attribute that signal increase to the size
of the TiO2 nanoparticles, in which the TiO2 nanoparticles were of a



Fig. 1. Flow cytometry for label-free quantification of nanoparticle-cell interactions. (A) A schematic overview of the sample introduction and measurement workflows. A
single-cell suspension is run through the flow cytometer. At the interrogation point, data is collected and a histogram showing the count vs side scattering is generated. The side
scattering values increase with the magnitude of nanoparticle interactions with cells. (B) PC3 cells (top line) and BPH1 cells (bottom lines) were exposed to magnetite nanoparticle
at concentrations of 0, 100 and 500 mg

mL (left to right), and nanoparticles were detected in a label-free way using flow cytometry-based measurements of side scattering signal and
forward scattering signal. Adapted with permission from Ref. [36]. Copyright 2023 Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials.
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smaller size than that of the ZnO nanoparticles.
The ability of conventional flow cytometry to identify and

quantify individual cells, while gaining insight into nanoparticle
interactions with cells, does come with some notable limitations.
Firstly, the number of fluorescent channels in a conventional flow
5

cytometer is limited due to spectral overlaps of fluorophores,
limiting the ability to quantify complex cellular phenotypes, as
needed for many immunological studies [22,70]. If not specifically
combined with an imaging system, it is challenging to get spatio-
temporal information from single cells in a high throughput
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manner using conventional flow cytometry [71]. The lack of im-
aging further complicates identification and resolution of coinci-
dental events, where multiple cells interact with the laser
simultaneously. Conventional flow cytometry is further prone to
some ambiguity in results, as cell debris or nanoparticle aggregates
will be detected alongside whole cells [72,73]. Careful selection of
appropriate control groups and tools, such as gating strategies and
scattering signal threshold settings, are needed to address this
limitation [73]. Moreover, quantifying protein abundance from raw
fluorescence signals remains challenging with conventional flow
cytometry. Finally, antibody labeling is challenging for some cells or
cell markers, complicating the analysis of specific cell lines [74].

Recent innovative contributions have aimed to overcome some
of the limitations of conventional flow cytometry. For instance, the
implementation of microfluidics-based cytometry, which uses a
microchannel with a microfabricated window for detecting fluo-
rescence signals, enables cell characterization and detection of
intracellular proteins [75]. Cells tagged with fluorescent dye-
labeled antibodies can pass through the microchannel to evaluate
and quantify fluorescence emission intensity. Additionally, this
method allows for quantification of cell diameter and the absolute
number of proteins and associated protein concentration at the
single-cell level, as demonstrated by Li et al. The researchers
quantified the number of b-actin proteins on A549 human lung
cancer cells, Hep G2 human liver cancer cells, MCF 10 non-
tumorigenic human breast epithelial cells, and HeLa human can-
cer cells. Although this study did not quantify nano-bio in-
teractions, it is worth noting that this study can be improved upon
to characterize proteins, such as p53, at the single-cell level to allow
for the study of tumor heterogeneity and nano-bio interactions
through examining the effect of nanoparticles on cancer cells [75].

Spectral analyzer technologies have been applied to conven-
tional flow cytometers, creating a spectral fingerprint that mea-
sures the full fluorescence emission spectra in multicolor samples
for each individual fluorochrome. Each spectrum is isolated for
precise signal determination [22,76,77]. Furthermore, a spectral
analyzer allows for the analysis of up to 48 channels, thus sub-
stantially expanding the analysis capabilities of conventional flow
cytometers [76].

RNA flow cytometry, which facilitates the detection of multiple
RNA transcripts with high sensitivity from single cells in hetero-
geneous samples, has also demonstrated significant promise [78].
RNA flow cytometry utilizes RNA expression as an identifier,
particularly in cases where antibodies cannot be used to label the
cells of interest. Additionally, RNA flow cytometry allows for
analyzing gene expression through the detection of fluorescent tags
attached to the cell targets. Correlation between mRNA transcripts
and antigen expression of tagged cell proteins can be made at the
single-cell level, allowing for analysis of metabolic profile, cell type,
or cell stage [74,79]. New developments have been made in which
techniques such as simultaneous quantification of protein expres-
sion andmultiplemRNA transcripts at the single cell level can occur
[80e82]. This simultaneous analysis allows for the correlation of
mRNA with changes in cellular proteins at the single-cell level.

2.2. Spectral flow cytometry

Spectral flow cytometry improves upon conventional flow
cytometry by using an optical filter-based division multiplexer to
disperse emitted light across sensitive arrays of photodiodes
[83,84]. Typically, spectral flow cytometry has been used to analyze
high-abundance proteins on cells for immunophenotyping
[77,85,86].

Recently, the technology has been improved upon through
methods that decrease probing volume and increase the exposure
6

time of each particle in the cell sample to the laser, improving
photon generation and minimizing background signal [84]. These
changes have been implemented through the creation of spectral
nano-flow cytometry (nFCM), which allows for the detection of
nanoparticles interactions with cells, with particles as small as
7 nm being successfully detected [84,87e90]. nFCM has been re-
ported to be 4e6 orders of magnitude more sensitive in detecting
side scattering signal and 1e2 orders of magnitude more sensitive
in fluorescence emission detection compared to conventional flow
cytometry [91]. The increased sensitivity of nFCM is attributed to
significant background signal reduction and an increased spectral
resolution of 2.1 nm [84,92]. The increased spectral resolution of
nFCM is made possible by the holographic grating that rejects out-
of-focus scattering signals and ensures that the photons are
dispersed according to wavelength [84,93].

A study by Li et al. used nFCM to quantify biotinylated E. Coli
labeled with different quantum dot (QD) streptavidin conjugates,
i.e., QD525, QD565, QD605, QD655, and QD705. nFCM was needed
for this study to effectively resolve between the different side
scattering signals obtained from the five different QDs used. The
results demonstrated an increase in spectral intensity associated
with each of the quantum dots bound to specific bacterial antigens,
allowing for the identification of differing antigen-presenting
bacterial cells through nanoparticle labeling [84].

Given its sensitivity, nFCM has been instrumental in studies
investigating extracellular vesicles (EVs) [94]. These EVs can be
extracted from platelet-free plasma or derived from cells, such as
HCT15 human colon adenocarcinoma cancer cells [94]. EVs can be
tagged with fluorophore-conjugated antibodies, and their associ-
ated fluorescence emission can be detected by nFCM. The interest
in EVs stems from their utility as RNA delivery vehicles or as
immunosuppression agents. Choi et al. assessed differences in rates
of nanoparticle-cell interactions in A431 human epidermoid cancer
cells. A431 cells were incubated with extracellular vesicles (EVs)
that were derived from these cells and were then analyzed using
nFCM to understand the EV populations interacting with the A431
human cancer cells. The data showed a highly heterogeneous dis-
tribution of some elements of the EVs, such as surface protein re-
ceptors, among all analyzed cells [95].

2.3. Imaging flow cytometry

To allow for visualization of cells as they are analyzed during
flow cytometry, imaging flow cytometry has become a recent focus
of flow cytometry investigations. Imaging flow cytometry combines
conventional flow cytometry with fluorescence microscopy such
that cell features can be imaged and spatially resolved during data
collection [96e98]. In imaging flow cytometry, cells are imaged
using either a traditional CCD camera or a photomultiplier (PMT)
method as they flow through the microfluidic channels leading to
the laser (Fig. 2AeC) [99]. 2D imaging allows for cell phenotyping
by visualizing the cells’ physical characteristics. Imaging data can
be obtained when a laser beam interacts with individual cells in the
flow tank. This interaction can then get processed and digitized
through appropriate microscope objective lenses as well as flow
cytometric lenses and filters [100,101]. In addition to the images,
traditional flow cytometry light scattering signal data can be ob-
tained [99,102]. The imaging capabilities of imaging flow cytometry
allow for the detection of cell movement as well as the colocali-
zation of nanoparticles within cells [103]. It is necessary that users
understand the complexity of the sample and sample environment
to determine which imaging flow cytometry approach, camera-
based or PMT based method, best suits their needs [100,101].

Recent studies with imaging flow cytometry have been per-
formed with white blood cells to classify them by type, rather than



Fig. 2. Imaging flow cytometry workflow and data of nanoparticle-cell interaction. (A) The general workflow of an imaging flow cytometer. A fluorescence and a quantitative
phase image (QPI) module are used for image acquisition of the sample flowing through the microfluidic chip. (B) Once the sample is run through and the cells have been aligned
through the chip's single stream, 2D images of single cells in suspension are reconstructed. (C) Once the images are reconstructed, they are used for analyses that integrate the
correlation between different cell-type classifications. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [99]. Copyright 2023 Lab on a Chip. (D) Using a similar workflow, images of HLA-A3
human cells were incubated with extracellular vesicles for various periods of time, i.e., 2 h vs. 24 h. Images of the different conditions are shown. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [116]. (E) Representative imaging flow cytometry images of HEK293T extracellular vesicle interactions with HEK293T human cells at different conditions, i.e., at 37 �C, 4 �C.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [117]. Copyright 2023 Springer Nature.
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solely by cell cycle [104,105]. Imaging flow cytometry has also been
used to assess nano-bio interactions. For example, Vranic et al. used
imaging flow cytometry to identify the time- and dose-dependence
of TiO2 and SiO2 nanoparticle interactions with NCIeH292 human
pulmonary epithelial cancer cells. During this analysis, the re-
searchers discovered that the endocytosis pathway for SiO2 was
micropinocytosis through visually tracking cell features following
endocytosis pathway inhibition and nanoparticle treatment [45].
Interestingly, a majority of recent imaging flow cytometry studies
have focused on the analysis of extracellular vesicle interactions
with cells, and the delivery of EVs to cells (Fig. 2DeE)
7

[48,72,106e111]. We attribute this trend to the growing interest in
the use of EVs for therapeutic cargo delivery and the assessment of
cellular senescence and aging [112e115]. For instance, G€orgens
et al. analyzed the interactions of EVs and small EVs that were
derived from THP-1 human cancer cells with THP-1 cells after la-
beling the EVs with CD63eGFP. The researchers reported that EVs
and small EVs could also be detected in unprocessed samples. Their
findings, therefore, will allow for an easier analysis of EVs and their
interactionwith cells without the need to isolate the EVs from cells.

Imaging flow cytometry does have its limitations. The cell
sorting capability of imaging flow cytometry sorting capability is
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very limited. This is because creating an image-based cell sorter
requires major enhancements in high-speed image acquisition, as
well as the need to incorporate microscale sorting modules and
intelligent data analysis methods [102,118e120]. Moreover, it is not
feasible to reimage the same cell, as it would be if the cells were
imaged using time-lapse slide-based microscopy. This limitation
denies the possibility of implementing 3D reconstruction of cells or
confocal sectioning (i.e., z-stacking). In addition, there is a lack of
workflow automation in imaging flow cytometry. This can lead to
significant challenges in downstream analyses as, for example,
dozens of masks need to be applied to cellular objects and sub-
cellular compartments for complete analysis [102]. Tracking of cell
samples as they flow through the microfluidic chamber for tem-
poral snapshot analysis has yet to be achieved [102]. Finally, im-
aging flow cytometry data analysis is intensive, requiring manual
inspection of images coinciding with scattering data. Scaling ex-
periments to align with reasonable data analysis approaches re-
mains a challenge in imaging flow cytometry methods.

Evenwith these challenges, imaging flow cytometry advantages
are multifold. Imaging flow cytometry uses a sensitive CCD camera
that allows for the identification of pixels that have higher signals
than their surroundings and provides a better resolution than that
of conventional flow cytometry [48]. Additionally, with the imaging
processing tools available for imaging flow cytometry, identifica-
tion of coincidental data is possible, a phenomenon unattainable
with conventional flow cytometry [110]. Furthermore, in terms of
extracellular vesicle analysis, the slower flow rate of imaging flow
cytometry paired with CCD-camera based detection allows for a
more effective extracellular vesicle analysis platform compared to
conventional flow cytometry [108]. It is also worth noting that
imaging flow cytometry instruments have low background, an
increased fluorescence sensitivity, and great data analysis tools that
can incorporate machine learning algorithms [72].

Beyond these advantages, recent developments in imaging flow
cytometry have sought to overcome the previously discussed
challenges. For example, studies using digital holography have
generated tomographic flow cytometry, allowing for collection of
3D information of target particles [121e123]. Recent studies have
aimed to develop machine and deep learning algorithms to train
models for evaluating and classifying imaging flow cytometry im-
ages (Fig. 3), providing improved analysis workflows [104,124,125].
Also, future improvements can be done to remove the snapshot
limitations, in which images of the cell sample are taken as the cell
passes specific points in the microfluidic channel, and implement
object or sample tracking [102,122,126]. It is worth noting that a
virtual-freezing fluorescence imaging flow cytometry method has
been developed to allow for a longer exposure time for image
acquisition, thus, facilitating high-throughput imaging flow
cytometry of >10,000 single cells per second without losing spatial
resolution or sensitivity [127].

2.4. Photoacoustic flow cytometry

Conventional flow cytometry approaches have been paired with
photoacoustic technology to produce photoacoustic flow cytometry
(PAFC) and photoacoustic imaging flow cytometry [49]. The PAFC
system is comprised of five main components: a transducer, a laser,
a microscope, a flow tank, and a pump system (Fig. 4AeC) [50,128].
The pump system shuttles cells into a capillary tube where the cells
are irradiated by a laser. The cells absorb laser light and generate an
acoustic wave that is detectable by the transducer. The microscope
correlates the firing rate of the laser and the sample passage with
the acoustic signal recorded by the transducer. Transducer signals
are sent to an ultrasound receiver, where they are amplified for data
collection. Scanners can be implemented to record images of cells
8

as they move through the microfluidic systems [53].
Specifically, a diode-pumped pulsed laser is used for photo-

acoustic (PA) excitation. Once excited, the acoustic waves are
collected and separated from the excitation light using dichroic
mirrors and bandpass filters. The transducer then detects photo-
acoustic events in the flow chamber [53,129]. The intensity of the
collected photoacoustic signal is then measured using a photo-
multiplier tube connected to a high-voltage pre-amplifier. The PA
signals are then amplified and digitized. Recorded amplitudes of PA
signals along with voltage signals from the photomultiplier tube
are recorded and compared [51], which is possible due to the setup
of the flow chamber allowing for the collection of excitation and
acoustic waves [130].

PAFC has been used to characterize nanoparticle interactions
with cells. Nedosekin et al. quantified interactions of antibody-
labeled gold nanorods with MDA-MD-231-GFP human and ZR-
57-1 human breast cancer cells, whereby photoacoustic signal
from cells treated with the gold nanorods increased by nearly two
orders of magnitude compared to controls [51]. Cells labeled with
nanoparticles have also been observed using PAFC, such as in a
study by Bhattacharyya et al. where T47D breast cancer cells were
labeled with fluorescent latex nanoparticles [52]. Sun et al. used
multiparametric PAFC (MPAFC) to successfully identify three
different cell lines e 9 L mouse cells, HeLa cervical cancer cells, and
C6 mouse cells e labeled with three different polymer nano-
particles in simulated blood while, eliminating cross-labeled or
label-free cells from analysis (Fig. 4D) [53].

PAFC is capable of detecting nanoparticles at a high sensitivity
and characterizing cells without compromising the light scattering
and fluorescence detection of various biomarkers. However, PAFC
can experience deterioration of imaging power due to a majority of
suspended cells being distributed out of the focal plane as a result
of limited axial resolution and depth of field [45,51]. However,
these limitations can be overcome by the introduction of an
acoustic standing wave, which helps confine the suspension cells to
the focal plane of the illumination, thus avoiding any effect from the
limited axial resolution and depth of field [53]. Implementation of
point-to-point scanning can lead to a low throughput and
decreased imaging speed. Moreover, the wavelengths of lasers with
high pulse repetition rates are restricted, meaning only an exclusive
selection of chromophores can be distinguished by the two-color
illumination scheme [53,131].

Innovation in PAFC has produced promising advancements.
PAFC analysis speed can be significantly increased as data pro-
cessing algorithms are implemented [78]. PAFC has also been used
for in vivo sample analysis, where the organism's body is used as
the medium in place of a flow tank or pump system [132e134].
Flow cytometry techniques are generally limited in ex vivo analysis,
for example demonstrating low sensitivity while detecting circu-
lating tumor cells, in addition to requiring intensive sample prep-
aration and data analysis methods [78,135]. Using in vivo flow
cytometry via PAFC has allowed for the detection of fluorescently
labeled low abundance circulating tumor cells directly in the blood
of mice [136]. For instance, Yao et al. used in vivo flow cytometry to
study the ability of nanoparticles to target circulating tumor cells.
The authors found that fluorescently labeled polymer nanoparticles
coated with neutrophil members could more efficiently target
circulating tumor cells compared to uncoated nanoparticles [60].
Several studies have used similar in vivo approaches to assess how
nanoparticles affect blood flow and cells in the blood, such as
circulating tumor cells and melanoma cells [52,54,57,61].

3. Elemental analysis and mass spectrometry

Direct analysis of individual elementals is a powerful tool for



Fig. 3. Data processing techniques for imaging flow cytometry. Machine learning algorithms and deep learning models are utilized for the evaluation and classification white
blood samples from healthy donors. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [104]. Copyright 2023 Cytometry Part A.
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quantifying nanoparticle-cell interactions. Cells possess endoge-
nous elemental fingerprints that can be used to identify cells
compared to background signals. Additionally, exogenous staining
or labeling agents can be used to identify cells using high atomic
9

weight isotopes (i.e., Ir, Y, etc.). Nanoparticles comprised of inor-
ganic elements or tagged with elemental markers can be identified
and quantified. Quantifying the amount of each element in cell
samples exposed to elemental labeling agents or nanoparticles
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allows for accurate quantification of nanoparticle interactions with
cells and can be used to identify cell phenotype. While multiple
tools can be used for elemental quantification, one of the most used
and effective methods is inductively coupled plasma mass spec-
trometry (ICP-MS). Here, samples are atomized and ionized by an
argon plasma and the resulting ion cloud is focused and filtered
through transmitting ion lenses for quantification of desired ions
[137]. The high throughput capabilities of ICP-MS technology allow
for hundreds of cells to be quantified per minute.When paired with
the sensitivity of the technology, trace amounts of elemental signal
can be detected and quantified with appropriate calibration [138].
These characteristics of ICP-MS paired with recent advances in the
field propel ICP-MS technology to the forefront of effective means
of quantifying nanoparticle-cell interactions at the single-
nanoparticle and single-cell level.
3.1. Quadrupole ICP-MS

The most widely used iteration of ICP-MS instruments is
quadrupole ICP-MS (ICP-Q-MS). ICP-Q-MS uses a quadrupole to
filter out undesired ions, permitting accurate detection and quan-
tification of a single specific ion [137]. ICP-Q-MS has been used to
quantify nanoparticle-cell interactions in multiple studies, though
many of these approaches require destruction of cell samples
through acidification [139e142]. Further, the resulting data only
provides mean population data that fails to reach the ideal of
single-nanoparticle and single-cell resolution. Single particle ICP-
Q-MS (SP-ICP-Q-MS) approaches provide avenues for quantifying
elements one cell at a time through using alternative hardware
compared to traditional ICP-Q-MS. SP-ICP-Q-MS has been used to
quantify cellular uptake of gold [24,143,144], silver [145e147], and
platinum [148] nanoparticles in varying cells lines, as shown in
Table 2. In each case, the presence and number of nanoparticles in
cells could be accurately identified, providing insight into
nanoparticle-cell interactions at the single-cell level. SP-ICP-Q-MS
has also been used to quantify elements intrinsic to themselves,
such as copper and zinc [149].

Introduction of single cells into the instrument is a key consid-
eration when assessing measurement of individual cells. SP-ICP-Q-
MS does not possess innate methods for visualizing or identifying
cell entry into the instrument, relying solely upon exogenous or
endogenous elemental signal detection and analysis to identify cell
entry and measurement. Additionally, sample introduction
methods do not delivery cells with 100% transport efficiency and
may also introduce opportunity for multi-cell event quantification.
Recent innovative methods for improving and tracking introduc-
tion of single cells for ICP-MS analysis include microfluidic control
mechanisms, magnets, and cameras to visualize individual cell
entry into the instrument [150e153].

Another method to ensure measured signal aligns with single
cells is to count cells through cell-associated elemental analysis.
Based on quadrupole settings and short transient ion signals from
cells and nanoparticles, SP-ICP-Q-MS on its own is only capable of
accurately measuring one element at a time [137,149]. While
quantifying a single element allows for label-free cellular quanti-
fication, this single-element quantification approach is also a lim-
itation that prevents simultaneous quantification of both cell-
Fig. 4. Photoacoustic imaging flow cytometry (PAIFC) for the identification of nanoparti
imaging flow cytometer. The single cell sample flows through the flow chamber. (B) Com
system. SP ¼ syringe pump; DAQ/FPGA ¼ data acquisition/field programmable gate array; O
FT ¼ flow tank. Adapted with permission from Ref. [49]. Copyright 2023 Journal of Visualized
(green), HeLa (blue), and 9 L (orange) cells that were labeled with SP2, BDT-TQE, and CNPP
(MAP) images of labeled tumor cells at (i) 532 and (ii) 770 nm respectively. (iii) The PAIFC
Adapted with permission from Ref. [53]. Copyright 2023 American Chemical Society.
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associated or cell-labeling elements and nanoparticles [25].
Recent studies have overcome this limitation using dual-analyte

techniques, whereby the transient ion cloud resulting from ioni-
zation at the plasma torch is stretched using collision gases, such as
NH3 (Fig. 5A) [154e156]. This ion cloud stretching provides ample
time for quadrupole switching to occur within the same event (i.e.,
particle), allowing for two elements to be measured for each
sample. Donahue et al. used this approach to quantify gold nano-
particle uptake in nonadherent Raji B cells. After incubation with
gold nanoparticles conjugated to peptides that increase cellular
uptake, the cells were labeled with 114Cd quantum dots and fixed
using paraformaldehyde. Dual-analyte SP-ICP-Q-MS was then used
to measure both 197Au and 114Cd simultaneously, so both gold
nanoparticles and cells could be quantified by 197Au and 114Cd,
respectively (Fig. 5BeD) [25]. In this study, 114Cd quantum dot la-
beling was used instead of more traditionally applied 193Ir labeling
due to the weak 193Ir signal intensity measured using dual-analyte
methods, demonstrating that this method reduces signal intensity
and, thus, influences the limit of detection. By using dual-analyte
SP-ICP-Q-MS approaches, simultaneous tracking of cells and
nanoparticles is made possible, expanding upon current SP-ICP-Q-
MS options for understanding nanoparticle-cell interactions.

3.2. Laser ablation ICP-MS

Traditionally, ICP-Q-MS measurements are performed using
aqueous solutions or with samples suspended in solution (i.e., non-
adherent cells). Adherent or dried cells can be quantified using laser
ablation ICP-MS approaches (LA-ICP-MS), whereby individual cells
can be ablatedwith a laser and the resulting aerosol is carried to the
ICP-MS for quantification [157]. Previous studies have used this
technique to quantify metallodrugs, such as cisplatin, in cell and
tissue samples following treatments [158e162]. Nanoparticle up-
take in cells and tissues has also been measured using LA-ICP-MS
[163e165].

Historically, challenges with LA-ICP-MS single cell analysis
include ablating individual cells, comparing ablated signal against
appropriate standards, and low throughput of LA-ICP-MS methods.
Recent studies have aimed to overcome these issues using novel
approaches for arraying individual cells inside of droplets con-
taining known concentrations of ionic standards. One study by
Zheng et al. used microfluidic channels to flow RAW 264.7 murine
macrophages treated with silver nanoparticles through a PDMS
mold containing evenly spaced “traps” to capture individual cells,
which then adhere to the surface of the dish (Fig. 6AeC). After the
mold was removed (Fig. 6D), an inkjet printer dispensed a droplet
of known ion concentration onto each individual cell (Fig. 6E)
before the cells were quantified by LA-ICP-MS (Fig. 6FeI). LA-ICP-
MS results for nanoparticle uptake matched those observed from
standard ICP-Q-MS quantification [166]. Similar cell array and
doped droplet approaches have been usedwith ICP-Q-MS [167] and
time-of-flight ICP-MS analysis [168].

3.3. Time-of-flight ICP-MS

Another approach for ICP-MS elemental quantification uses
time-of-flight methods (TOF-ICP-MS). Here, the transient ion signal
cle interactions with cells. (A) Diagram of the different components of a photoacoustic
ponents of the photoacoustic flow cytometer system. (C) The components of a PAIFC
b ¼ objective lens; OF ¼ optical fiber; FC ¼ fiber coupler; UT ¼ ultrasound transducer;
Experiments. (D) Multiparametric photoacoustic flow cytometer is used to analyze C6
V polymer nanoparticles, respectively, is shown. The maximum amplitude projection
could identify the cells using the photoacoustic wavelengths generated by each cell



Table 2
Summary of single-cell studies using ICP-MS instrumentation.

Instrument Cell (Label) Elements Nanoparticle
Elements

Cell Line(s) Notable Methodology References

SP-ICP-Q-
MS

None 197Au Human T24 As few as one PEGylated gold nanoparticle could be detected
per cancer cell.

[24]

None 197Au Cyptomonas ovate Gold nanoparticle uptake measured in algal cells [144]
63Cu,64Zn 197Au CP70, A2780,

CAOV3
Distinct quantification of gold nanoparticle uptake and cell ionic
signal

[149]

None 197Au MDAMB231, T47D Detailed computations and correlation of nanoparticles with
electron microscopy

[143]

114Cd (label) 197Au Raji B Cells Dual-analyte detection through ion-cloud stretching by
collision gases (NH3)

[25]

LA-ICP-Q-
MS

31P 107Ag,109Ag RAW 264.7 Cellular array for individual cell ablation [166]
31P 107Ag,109Ag 16HBE human

normal bronchial
epithelial cells

Cellular array for individual cell ablation [167]

LA-TOF-
ICP-MS

23Na,24Mg,31P,66Zn,191Ir (label),193Ir (label) None THP-1 Cellular array for individual cell ablation, quantification of
multiple endogenous cellular elements

[168]

TOF-ICP-
MS

24Mg,31P 197Au,138Ba Raphidocelis
subcapitata

Simultaneous detection of multiple endogenous cell and
exogenous nanoparticle elements

[175]

CyTOF 191Ir (label) 109Ag THP-1 Silver nanoparticles used during calibration to improve
nanoparticle quantification

[181]

191Ir,193Ir (label) 107Ag,109Ag TIB-152 Ir staining of cells prior to nanoparticle treatment [182]
191Ir (label) 107Ag Jurkat Ir staining, results compared to traditional ICP-MS and SP-ICP-

Q-MS
[183]

147Sm,152Sm,168Er,172Yb,
174Yb,176Yb,
148Nd,142Nd,159Tb,170Er,151Eu,165Ho,191Ir,193Ir
(all labels)

197Au RAW 264.7, C57BL/
6 mouse lymph
node tissue

Assessing gold nanoparticle uptake by murine cells and murine
cell phenotyping to identify differences in nanoparticle
interaction based on cellular identity

[184]
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formed during the atomization and ionization of the sample is
separated into individual ion signals in a time-of-flight mass
analyzer. This separation occurs based on principle differences in
the mass-to-charge (i.e., m/z) ratio values between ions and allows
for the quantification of multiple ions in the same analyzed particle
[169]. Additionally, the sensitivity of TOF-ICP-MS allows for the
quantification of low atomic weight elements, with carbon having
been successfully quantified in polymer beads [170]. This ability
allows for cells to be identified and quantified without the need for
cell visualization or tracking strategies during sample introduction.
Additionally, exogenous labeling or staining agents can be dis-
regarded as the elemental footprint of individual cells themselves
can be sufficiently detected [171,172].

Single cell analysis by TOF-ICP-MS remains a relatively new
approach and has been mainly applied for environmental analysis
rather than biomedical [173,174]. One study by Hendriks et al. used
TOF-ICP-MS to assess gold nanoparticle and BaSO4 nanoparticle
uptake by algal cells, using magnesium and phosphorus ion signals
to identify cells [175]. Signal overlap between nanoparticle ions
(197Au or 138Ba) and cell ions (24Mg and 31P) was interpreted as an
indication of interactions, such as cell uptake, between cells and
nanoparticles. Other applications of TOF-ICP-MS for single-cell
analysis are typically applied alongside flow cytometry technolo-
gies, as will be discussed in the next section. Continued investiga-
tion into the use of TOF-ICP-MS applications for biomedical and
nanomedicine applications is encouraged.

Particularly for biological samples, matrix effects can complicate
ICP-MS analysis due to the complex composition of biological and
cellular media [176,177]. Removing the matrix effects from sample
analysis provides greater confidence in the results. One recent
development in the field of TOF-ICP-MS is the use of online
microdroplets during sample introduction to overcome sample
matrix effects (Fig. 7) [178e180]. After nebulization but before
12
atomization and ionization, cells or particles introduced into the
instrument are immersed in microdroplets doped with known
concentrations of multiple elements, including the element(s) of
interest.

Current studies have shown the value of microdroplet ap-
proaches for accurately quantifying nanoparticles in varying
matrices [178,180]. The translation of this technology to single-cell
experiments offers new opportunities for minimizing matrix ef-
fects and increasing confidence in collected data. While these ap-
proaches could be used with other ICP-MS techniques, TOF-ICP-MS
proves to be the best option based on its unique ability to simul-
taneously quantify multiple elements, from both the sample and
the doped microdroplets, at the single-particle level.
4. Mass cytometry

While mass spectrometry and flow cytometry are indepen-
dently valuable in quantifying nanoparticle-cell interactions,
combining the two techniques affords additional analysis oppor-
tunities. Mass cytometry, commonly referred to as cytometry by
time-of-flight (CyTOF), combines elemental time-of-flight aspects
of mass spectrometry with flow cytometry techniques to identify
cells in heterogenous mixtures and subsequently quantify differ-
ences in, for example, nanoparticle uptake (Fig. 8A) [184,185]. Since
fluorophore emission spectra can overlap, it is preferable to tag
antibodies with heavy metal ions rather than with fluorochromes
[185e187].

CyTOF instruments do not function in the same way as con-
ventional flow cytometers as they do not have forward scattering
signal or side scattering signal light detection or fluorescence signal
detection [22]. CyTOF can discriminate between isotopes of various
atomic masses with high accuracy; instead of coupling cell-labeling
probes (i.e., antibodies) to fluorophores, CyTOF uses probes that are



Fig. 5. SP-ICP-Q-MS analysis of two elements in single cells using dual-analyte ICP-Q-MS techniques. (A) Schematic overview of sample introduction and measurement
workflow. Ion clouds containing the two ions to be analyzed are stretched using collision gases to allow for simultaneous ion measurements. (B) Cells stained with ionic 193Ir
possess a different transient ion cloud intensity peak compared to cells labeled with 114Cd-containing quantum dots when dual-analyte ICP-Q-MS conditions are used. (C) Counting
of AuNP-containing cells stained with ionic 193Ir using sequential or simultaneous (i.e., dual-analyte) operating modes demonstrates a mismatch in accurate cell counting. (D)
Counting of AuNP-containing cells labeled with 114Cd-containing quantum dots using sequential or simultaneous (i.e., dual-analyte) operating modes demonstrates maintained
accuracy in cell counting. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [25]. Copyright 2023 American Chemical Society.
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coupled to stable heavy-metal isotopes [185,188]. Cell-labeling
probes can be extracellular or intracellular, the latter using pri-
marily iridium (Ir) staining methods. CyTOF allows for the analysis
of up to 100 isotopes at one time while performing single cell
quantification, greatly expanding the possible range of cell analysis
options [78,189]. The wide possibility space for isotopic analysis
and corresponding cellular features (i.e., phenotypes) distinguishes
CyTOF as an effective tool for quantifying complex samples, such as
for immune cell analysis [190,191].

Exogenous heavy metal labeling of cells is required in CyTOF to
detect and quantify cells as the mass filters cutoff elements below
80 amu, thus preventing the detection of endogenous cellular el-
ements [192]. This cutoff is primarily set to limit background noise
and signal interference, as can come from argon dimers (Ar2), but
also limits endogenous elemental quantification [193]. Addition-
ally, in order for the instrument to obtain sensitivities comparable
to those of the fluorophores, ~100 atoms of a given isotope should
be bound to each antibody or probe, and multiple probes must be
associated with cells for accurate cell detection and quantification.
The quantity of the isotopes for a particular mass represents a
molecular expression of these isotopes, where a little signal overlap
is present [188]. These restrictions also mean that detection of
single nanoparticles proves challenging for CyTOF, while nano-
particle aggregates not associated with cells may be detected,
resulting in signal confusion [184]. It should be noted that CyTOF
studies with nanoparticles can forgo cell labeling asmany inorganic
nanoparticles qualify as “probes” for the purposes of detecting cells.
However, correlating nanoparticle elemental signal with another
13
cell-associated signal is not possible with this methodology.
CyTOF has been used for immunoassays as well as for human

blood cell phenotyping [194,195]. Nanoparticle quantification has
also been performed using CyTOF, largely to assess immune cell
interaction with silver nanoparticles [182,183,196] andgold nano-
particles [184]. One study by Schulz et al. used silver nanoparticles
as antigen-labeling agents to quantify antigen presence on pe-
ripheral blood leukocytes [197]. Another study by L�opez-Serrano
Oliver et al. used silver nanoparticles during instrument calibration
prior to quantifying silver nanoparticle uptake by THP-1 cells
(Fig. 8BeC) [181]. The results of the study suggest that using
nanoparticles during calibration allow for greater accuracy in
quantifying nanoparticle association with cells compared to ionic
calibrations. Nonspecific interactions between nanoparticles and
cells has been quantified using CyTOF. Pichaandi et al. treated KG1a
human macrophages, THP-1 cells, and Ramos lymphocytes with
different doses of liposome-encapsulated lanthanide nanoparticles.
Their results indicated low levels of interaction between the lipo-
some encapsulated nanoparticles and treated cells across different
treatment doses and incubation times, demonstrating how CyTOF
can quantify nano-bio interactions with low interaction frequency
[198]. Finally, in a study by Yang et al., CyTOF has been used to
simultaneously perform cell phenotyping of excised C57BL/6
mouse lymph node tissue labeled with a heavy-metal antibody
cocktail and treated with gold nanoparticles of varying surface
chemistries. Their approach demonstrates the ability of CyTOF to
simultaneously identify cell phenotypes and nanoparticle quanti-
fication based upon the intensity of isotopic signals [184].



Fig. 6. Arraying single cells for laser ablation ICP-MS analysis. (A) A PDMS mold possesses hook-shaped traps to capture individual cells. (B) Cells suspended in media flow
through the mold, resulting in the capture of individual cells inside the hook-shaped traps. (C) Trapped cells are allowed to adhere to the Petri dish where cell capture occurred. (D)
The PDMS mold is removed, leaving individual cells arrayed on the Petri dish (E) Droplets enriched with the ion of interest (i.e., 109Ag). are dropped onto each arrayed cell. (F) Each
point in the array, containing a single cell inside the ion-enriched droplet, is ablated via laser and quantified by ICP-Q-MS. (G) Single cells trapped inside the hook-shaped traps of
the PDMS mold can be seen using brightfield microscopy imaging. (H) Transient ion signals collected during laser ablation ICP-Q-MS measurements of arrayed single cells treated
with AgNPs. (I) Quantified Ag content of measured cells. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [166]. Copyright 2023 American Chemical Society.
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One recent innovation with CyTOF allows for visualization of
cells prior to elemental quantification. Imaging CyTOF uses laser
ablation with a small laser spot size to enhance spatial resolution,
though at the expense of a reduced sensitivity, due to lower ions
being collected from each spot [199,200]. Imaging mass cytometry
can be used in genomics to examine the in vitro uptake and cellular
distribution of DNA. For instance, Malile et al. used DNA-
functionalized gold nanoparticles as probes in imaging CyTOF as
only picomolar of nanoparticles were required to be used when
compared to conventional flow cytometry [201].

To compare mass spectrometry techniques for quantifying
nanoparticle-cell interactions, one study by Tian et al. quantified
silver nanoparticle uptake by cyanobacteria using SP-ICP-Q-MS,
TOF-ICP-MS, and CyTOF [192]. The study concluded that TOF-ICP-
MS is a promising direction for single-cell, single-nanoparticle
quantification given its ability to quantify both exogenous nano-
particle elements alongside endogenous cellular elements. SP-ICP-
Q-MS performance was poor in comparison due to the single an-
alyte limitations, though it is unclear how the previously discussed
14
dual analyte methods could improve performance in this study.
CyTOF performed at a slightly higher level to TOF-ICP-MS in terms
of number of detected and paired events but requires the use of
additional staining agents to correlate nanoparticle signal with cell
signal given the mass cutoff limits of CyTOF filters [192]. The results
of this study serve as indicators for the direction of mass spec-
trometry and elemental analysis research moving forward: TOF-
ICP-MS is advantageous given its label-free counting of cells and
correlationwith nanoparticle events while CyTOF possesses greater
accuracy at the cost of requiring cell labeling.
5. Future directions and conclusion

In this review, we detailed current and innovative approaches
for high-throughput analysis of single cells that can be applied to
transform our understanding of nanoparticle-cell interactions.
Flow cytometry approaches allow for the identification of nano-
particle presence and can be used to track differences in nano-
particle uptake or cell association based on shifts in light scattering



Fig. 7. Online microdroplet methods paired with TOF-ICP-MS overcome sample matrix effects. (A) Schematic demonstrating the methodology behind online microdroplet
systems. Microdroplets are doped with the ion of interest along with other elements and are added to the sample after nebulization during sample introduction. (B) Real-time ionic
signal from TOF-ICP-MS measurement of gold nanoparticles with microdroplets. Microdroplets are introduced on the front and back end of sample analysis, allowing for
nanoparticle-only identification and quantification in between droplet regimes. (C) Gold nanoparticle events are differentiated from microdroplet events as the microdroplets
contain multiple overlapping elements. (D) After identifying nanoparticle events independent of microdroplets, gold nanoparticle analysis occurs similarly to standard SP-ICP-MS.
(E) Use of the microdroplet system removes matrix effects from gold nanoparticles suspended in different PBS concentrations, accurately measuring AuNP diameter without
suffering from signal attenuation associated with the matrix. Reproduced from Ref. [178] with permission from the Royal Chemistry Society.

Fig. 8. CyTOF analysis of single cells. (A) Schematic of sample introduction and time-of-flight ion separation during CyTOF measurements. Exogenous isotopes can be detected
following uptake by cells or labelling with isotope-tagged antibodies. Transient ion signals are separated based on the difference in m/z ratio value between isotopes. (B) Cells
treated with nanoparticles and tagged with metal-bound antibodies can be measured by CyTOF with a nanoparticle calibration solution to quantify nanoparticle uptake of each
individual cell. (C) Live CD45þ cells treated with AgNPs are quantified based on different expression of CD36, with AgNP presence indicated with histograms (middle and right
columns). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [181]. Copyright 2023 American Chemical Society.
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signals. Despite that, the main limiting factor for conventional flow
cytometry is the lack of imaging or imaging resolution that limits
the understanding and visualization of cells at the single-level
while they pass through the flow chamber. Published studies
looked into applying imaging technologies as well as machine
learning methods to better answer and understand questions
regarding nano-bio cell interactions [47,104,124,125,202]. These
methods are exciting avenues for flow cytometry to continue
exploring to improve analysis options and workflows. These
methods do not only enhance our understanding of nano-bio in-
teractions, as well as the provided visualization of the behavior of
the nanoparticles within cells, but they also allow for easier and
faster analysis of large sets of data, thus providing increased
efficiency.

ICP-MS possesses multiple avenues for single-cell analysis,
ranging from relatively affordable SP-ICP-Q-MS methods to more
expensive but more informative TOF-ICP-MS. The most limiting
factors remain single-analyte restrictions for more conventional
single-particle systems (e.g., quadrupole-based mass analyzer
systems), complex matrix effects associated with biomedically
relevant media and serum samples, and ion cutoff points pre-
venting endogenous element measurement (e.g., phosphorous).
Continued investigations into applications of TOF-ICP-MS with
microdroplet systems to circumvent matrix effects associated with
complex cell suspensions prove to be potentially valuable to the
field. Additionally, the ability for TOF-ICP-MS to measure multiple
elements simultaneously, including both endogenous cellular ele-
ments and exogenous isotopic labels for cell phenotyping, affords
expanded opportunity for analysis of nano-bio interactions and
nanoparticle distribution in complex cell or tissue samples. Finally,
the combination of flow cytometry and mass spectrometry ap-
proaches yields mass spectrometry methods that further expand
single cell analysis opportunities. The pairing of imaging methods
with existing mass cytometry methods seems a rational avenue to
continue investing in so as to allow for coinciding visual and
spectrometry data to improve quantification of nanoparticle-cell
interactions at the single-cell level. Overall, this research has the
potential to inform the design of next-generation nanoparticles for
safer, more effective, and more efficient applications in
nanomedicine.
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